RECYCLED TIMBER BENCHTOPS

Our BENCHTOPS
always become a talking point!
We specialise in the supply of standard and custom-made bench tops, transforming well-seasoned timber into durable
kitchen surfaces and feature pieces. Other custom-made items include kitchen islands, shelves, dining and coffee tables,
waterfalls, serveries, bathroom vanities, and much more. All our pieces are created to suit our customer designs and style
specifications.
Round 2 Timbers can supply solid timber bench tops as a basic blank for the client to install, dock and finish themselves or
provide a full service of made to order bench tops complete with a polycoat finish. We also supply recycled timber tops and
shelving for commercial applications including bar tops, café tables, shelving, display counters and boardroom tables.
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Why Recycled Timber Benchtops?

Recycled timber benchtops introduce a textured, organic surface into your kitchen, giving it warmth and colour as well as
offering durability and positive environmental effects. Solid timber brings an extra level of luxury to design and our unique,
custom benchtops make a perfect statement in your home.
Our standard tops are supplied 35mm thick in mixed brown recycled seasoned hardwood timbers with nail holes and gum
veins filled with a neutral tone (black) marine grade resin on the top, drum sanded to 120 grit finish for a fine sanded finish
and typically a 3mm pencil round on exposed edges. A range of other colours, features, detailing and finishes are available
according to client specifications.

Timber Colours
Our default timber benchtop colour is mixed brown or
mixed red or a combination of both.
Other colour select options include blonde (Blackbutt),
brown (Spotted Gum), caramel (Tallowwood), pink
(Brushbox) and red (Red Gum, Blue Gum, Red Ironbark etc).
We also stock Oregon, subject to demolisher supply.

Finishes
Our benchtops are supplied either
clean dressed or with a rough sawn
textured effect.
Tops can be supplied either raw or
finished with a 2 pac polyurethane
coating.
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